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ACROSS
Rejected case not brought to a conclusion by 
gentleman (4-3)

1

Pilot handling operation with pressure is not 
firm (6)

5

Opening not held in secret is public (5)9
Between two parties at an important time in 
programme (9)

10

Time troubles pilot primarily in aerobatic 
manoeuvre (8)

11

Data recorder, one active in forest regions (6)12
Selling alcohol after closing of pubs (4)13
A mother says the wrong thing about "no 
exceptions" (9)

14

Worry about each general professional not 
under contract (4,5)

17

Worker sometimes contacted retired coppers 
at the centre (4)

18

Letters of guru in edition may be 
irrecoverable (6)

20

Navigation one group included in separate 
section of book (8)

21

Grand German state securing new, 
remodelled part of London (9)

24

Conceal client's head pain (5)25
Methodology, say, lacking a check (6)26
Tough band gathered in a corrupt place (7)27

DOWN
Commandeer place where birds may be kept 
ultimately (2-3)

1

Food store behind place is upset with express 
courier service (7,8)

2

Nothing but rough, endless sex is dull? (6)3
Manufacture a building block mostly in lot 
(9)

4

Refine a collection of data (4)5
Reorganised platoon, including one extra (8)6
Hawker's worker most likely worked for peer 
cleaning (9,6)

7

Fur seal, moving around quietly, becomes 
suddenly active (6,2)

8

Franchise's timeless stuff inspired frenzy? (8)13
Birds cost less cold hard cash possibly (9)15
Pole attached to mesh is red (8)16
Agree with surly sort about operating clubs 
(6)

19

Division of many men eventually moved up 
the other side (5)

22

Aria not included in remake of familiar 
movie (4)

23


